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What price safety? 
Recent events in London and Sharm el Sheikh have once again focused everyone’s 
attention on terrorism, particularly when travelling. Many people travel abroad because 
they want a relaxing holiday in the sun. Weather, cost, and facilities offered are the main 
criteria when making their choice of destination. Agents, both on the high street and the 
Internet, who have been economical with the truth when it comes to selling holidays on 
‘special offer’, will in future have to provide much better advice on the likelihood of 
terrorism in tourist destinations. All travel involves an element of risk, and if we choose to 
visit a country where there is terrorist activity, then we need to know the facts. Travel 
advice is available from the Foreign Office, but not everyone knows this. A cheap holiday 
to a potentially unsafe place could be the worst bargain we ever bought. 
JC

TRAVEL NOTES
Plans for 2006 

At our planning meeting on 13 June Tony Sear presented several possibilities for trips in 
2006. It was agreed that a week in Iceland was too expensive at £1000-£1400, although 
some members will make their own arrangements for a ‘do-it-yourself’ trip (see Ann Sear if 
you are interested). It was agreed to obtain more details for a week in Morocco (the two 
cities of Marrakech and Fez) in April for about £700, and a three-day trip to Barcelona in 
September for about £350. 

Travel tips 

Ann Edmondson recommends always to take a portable washing line which is available 
from camping shops. 

Judith Constantine has found a very useful website on which subscribers report their travel 
and accommodation experiences throughout the world: Trip Advisor includes up-to-date, 
personal reports of hotels, advice on airport transfers and getting about, sightseeing and 
impressions of tourist attractions 

Yvonne Ryder has been to Jersey, which is only a 30 minute flight from Gatwick. She used 
McCreadys to book flight, hotel and hire car. They were helpful and efficient. 

Kathleen and Roger Beaurain spent a few days in Beijing in an excellent hotel 
recommended by Ken Standen for just £23 per night. They used the airport bus service to 
the city centre, which cost only £1.60, rather than taking a taxi for £70, and experienced no 
problems.



MEMORIES OF POLAND
A full report of our trip to Poland by Jean Oldham is published in the July issue of 
Blackbourne U3A News

Through south Poland a tour guide named Bart 
The élite of Blackbourne did cart 
O’er castle and church the good folk would lurch 
While Bart, from the heart, spoke of history and art 

From Auschwitz to ghetto and Wawel to Opera 
We sped on our eager pursuit 
But the real race was won by Father Simon 
The fleetest monastic afoot 

From salt mine to mountain, up and down by funicular 
We continued our wonderful week 
Then waking at dawn on the last glorious morn 
For rafts on the gorge of Dun’jeek 

Editor’s note: this assault on the English literary tradition was mounted jointly by Andrew Constantine and 
Peter Gradwell: all complaints should be addressed to them personally.

         


